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IInntt rr oodduucc tt iioonn

The private owners are the key stakeholders for all
the forest governance of processes, including in the
protected natural areas, where they own very often the
majority of forest areas: 72% in the PNR of Luberon
(France), 63% in the Natural park of Serra Calderona
(Spain), and even 90% in the Natural park Vale do
Guadiana (Portugal).  That is why some of the partners
of the QUALIGOUV project have seen fit to focus
their pilot activities on dialogue, knowledge and the
good integration of private owners and a better taking
into account of their expectations in the approaches to
improve the quality of forest management and gover-
nance in their respective pilot sites.

PP ii ll oo tt   aacc tt ii oonnss   ff oo rr   oo rrggaann ii ss ii nngg   
ggoovvee rrnnaannccee

The PNR Luberon, with the support of the
Regional centre of forest property of the Provence-
Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region, conducted a pilot action of
organising governance as close to the field as possible
with private owners of forest land. For its part, the
WWF Portugal conducted actions aimed at informing
the owners and uniting them around common goals to
establish and fund quality management.

The PNR of Luberon: creation of a
governance tool close to the ground with
private owners

In fact, given the fragmentation of the forest
ownership, the owners have more management capa-
city in the complex areas which are the management of
the stands, the environment, public visits, wildfire pre-
vention, etc.

It is therefore common for an external will to be
expressed through public interventions in the forest
environment (municipalities, inter-municipal bodies,
PNR, General Councils, etc.). In this top-down
approach, it is essential to establish a real consultation
with the owners as soon as the project is launched so
that they can take full ownership of the approach if it
matches their interests or a general interest that they
can share. It is important that they can understand
what is, from their point of view, the interest in collec-

tively managing their forest land area, and choose the
implementation methods to achieve the objectives. 

The goal of the pilot action of the PNR of Luberon
was much more ambitious than a simple consultation
since it was a question of creating a common manage-
ment structure by the neighbouring owners, i.e. a real
local governance tool. The communication aspect has
been particularly studied.

Various stages of the PNR of Luberon approach

The method and the chronology of activities have
been defined as follows:
– Prior studies.
– Mapping on GIS work to prepare for the choice

of work sectors by the Steering Committee of the
Forest Territory Charter.
– Choice of priority territories made within the

steering committee of the Forest Territory Charter:
“Villeneuve-de-Niozelle” (Alpes-de-Haute-Provence),
more rural and sparsely populated and “Roussillon,
Gargas” (Var) a residential sector which faces several
challenges (tourism, Defence against forest fires,
Ochres landscape, forest, environment, etc.).
– Diagnosis of the human and natural environments

of the pilot sites.
– Survey of owners, meetings, etc. (see “Survey of

owners” below).
– To better communicate with the owners, a typo-

logy has been established.
– Public meetings in each municipality with a pre-

sentation of the community’s projects, the results of
the questionnaires completed by owners and a defining
of a shared project.
– Optimisation of this survey.
– In addition to the information provided, the sur-

vey has been able to show that the owners had the same
areas of interest and the same expectations which has
legitimatised joint public/private partnerships and
made the owners concede to an interest in getting toge-
ther and managing collectively. 

WWF Portugal: information targeted at
landowners 

Development of a tool box
The WWF Portugal has developed a “Tool box”,

which mainly consists of a database linked to an inter-



active map tool that can be viewed online thank to a
“Web GIS” (Geographical information systems).

Portuguese territory has been divided into small
area units linked to a database on this map. You just
have to click on a sector to obtain various information
such as locally threatened species, water resources, etc.

The HABEAS (Hotspot Areas for Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services) portal is an access to this mapping
tool, which allows additional information to be sent to
Internet users (for example, by interviews with experts
on the issue of remuneration for environmental servic-
es).

Provision of environmental information to
forest owners

The WWF Portugal works in particular with
owners’ associations so that they can acquire better
knowledge of the natural heritage and major environ-
mental issues that affect their property.

The objective is for them to take account of the her-
itage treasures or potential threats in their manage-
ment, after having acknowledged them on the maps
(available at the website www.habeas-med.org) that
they can compare the perimeter of their own property.

Development of payment for ecosystem services
(PES) systems

The use of the database and GIS  is of great interest
to the information and awareness-raising of stakehol-
ders about environmental issues. It offers forest owners
opportunities to create value from assets and environ-
mental services.

One example, located in the Region of Alentejo,
helps to illustrate the objective of value creation: An
agreement has been concluded with an agro-food
industrial company which now pays Cork oak owners a
lump sum annually to help put in place and maintain a
good forestry management practices (particularly via
FSC certification). In fact, the cork oaks are located
above the water table from where this industrial com-
pany extracts the water it needs for its production.

With the impetus of the WWF, the owners, grou-
ped together in an association in order to be able to col-
lectively set up this beneficial management.

SSuurr vveeyy   aammoonngg  ff oo rr eess tt   oowwnneerr ss   

This survey work has particularly been implemen-
ted by the PNR of Luberon. It materialised into two
main activities:

- Survey by mail: A land study was carried out on
the areas of intervention. And then, a letter co-signed
by the town council of the municipalities concerned
has been sent, along with a two-page questionnaire, to
all holders of forested plots.  They were asked about
their vision of their forest, the activities that take place
there, the difficulties encountered or other topics of
interest (see questionnaire in Annex 1 of this thematic
lightning)1. 

- Public meetings in each municipality with pre-
sentation of a slideshow. The latter presents the site,
the projects of the community (Forest Territory
Charter actions, wildfire prevention and forest defence
plan, Natura 2000 recommendations, etc.), and the use
of the owners’ questionnaires (see Annex 2 of this
Thematic enlightening, and the slideshows in the DVD
of transferable documents attached to the Final progress
book). An exchange was then established between the
participants, enabling major concerns to be identified
and priorities for action to be defined.

Use of this survey
The survey provided interesting information on the

owners, their expectations and their projects. But, in
this specific case, it is interesting to see how this work
has been put into use. It was possible to rely on the
results obtained to legitimise a joint owners-territories
work and to muster interest for the owners in consoli-
dating and managing their forests jointly.

Highlighting of the interest in a joint project…

The slideshows highlighted the fact that the com-
munity’s projects and the areas of interests of owners
overlap in more than 50% of cases. It was demonstra-
ted in a very tangible way that there was scope to lead
a joint project. A good introduction to shared gover-
nance!

…And to regroup

In this way, it was easier to demonstrate to owners
whose properties are small and scattered that the way
to achieve this is to group together to work and manage
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the shared issues collectively through an ad hoc struc-
ture. The need for a new governance structure is thus
justified by a better consistency and a genuine desire
from the stakeholders concerned. Working groups were
formed to go ahead and reflect further.

To date, two Free forest owners associations have
been formed and regularly attract new members. The
statutes of these associations are interesting trans-
ferable documents.

Test for the analysis of various types of
owners

Finally, to better clarify the “discourse” to be held
among the various categories of owners, the PNR of
Luberon has established a summary typology (see
Annex 3).

This typology reveals significant disparities in the
way in which the owners perceive their forest and con-
template its management. This diversity is both an
asset (complementarity within a group with the pres-
ence of leader and balanced points of view) and a diffi-
culty (need to agree on very different initial expecta-
tions to develop a common strategy).
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NNoo tt eess   ::

1 - 1500  questionnaires have been sent. The response rate was about 28%. These docu-
ments have been relayed by the website www.qualigouv.eu and are contained in the DVD
containing the project’s deliverables, attached to the Final capitalisation progress book, and
can be obtained from the AIFM or from any other partner.

Annex 1 : Typology of forest owners
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Annex 2 : Questionnaires destinated to the forest owners of the Luberon
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Annex 3: Results of the survey on Villeneuve-Niozelle
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PP rr oo vv ii nn cc ii aa   dd ii   TT aa rr aa nn tt oo

CCoonncc ll uuss ii oonn

The fact of directly addressing the owners is a delicate initiative. It sometimes encounters mistrust, sometimes
individualism or even at times some existing conflicts. But the fact of consulting this category of stakeholders,
which occupies a central place in territorial forest dynamics, is no less an indispensable and clearly identifiable step
in any process of setting up a governance structure that affects forest ecosystems in one way or another. This eli-
minates a lot of blockages, and can, in addition, provide significant benefits not only for the owners themselves
(compensation for management efforts), but also for civil society as a whole (preserved environment, heritage and
creation of value of natural resources).

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MEDITERRANEAN FORESTS 
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